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Work more efficiently and increase your profit potential with real-time production data
enabling you to make informed business-critical decisions.

PrintSmith Tracker

Shop floor production intelligence

EFI™ PrintSmith™ Tracker shop floor production
intelligence platform allows you to collect accurate,
up-to-the minute production data. Tracker is an
optional module with PrintSmith Vision.

PrintSmith Tracker’s measurement technology provides
detailed data-driven reports that provide the visibility
managers need to:

With PrintSmith Tracker, real-time data is available
to production, scheduling and customer service
for instant status updates and more efficient job
management.
• Reporting creates a clear production audit trail
across the organization
• Optimize processes with comprehensive job costing
information
• Utilize bar code readers for scanning information
throughout the production process

• Proactively plan
• Improve production processes
• Decrease waste
• Reduce downtime
• Increase output
• Reduce overs & unders
• Enhance the communication process from
production through customer service
• Optimize estimating & production standards

PrintSmith Tracker
The big picture

Comprehensive production tracking

In every production operation, there are hundreds of details that
need constant monitoring – speed tables, start times, stop times,
labor rates, pieces/hour, unit postings and material costs.

Tracker provides your shop floor people with insight into
PrintSmith Vision through an interactive touchpoint. It posts
an automatic start time as work begins and allows your team
to review electronic job tickets with production instructions
as they work on tasks. Tracker provides visibility to your team
about production stats, automatically recording the elapsed time,
providing accurate information for job costing and a comparison
of estimated versus actual costs. Tracker connects your business,
bridging the gap between services and production, for greater
efficiency.

With PrintSmith Tracker, you receive the essential information in
a logical presentation that gives your staﬀ and executives the big
picture – a big picture that includes a comprehensive review of
the production labor and materials associated with a single job
and the consolidated reporting necessary to review the overall
production process.

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.eﬁ.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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